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 “…we care about each other so militantly, 
with such softness…”  
- Fred Moten, The Little Edges 
 
 
  Sometimes the socially-inscribed frame is stifling, the given language is chalky, 
the syllables are stuffy, and it becomes necessary to invent new terminology. Suppose we 
are in a moment such as this. Suppose we need new language to freshly approach old 
problems. Suppose we need new vistas to arrive at what we couldn’t see approaching us. 
My thesis project is comprised of the pairing of images and writing in Once Upon 
A Time (Time), as well as by my gallery installation of video, sound, and sculpture. This 
work is a proposal for the idea of radical fragility, a notion I have invented out of the 
urgency of the current moment.  
Radical fragility evokes tenderness as resistance. It is a refusal to become 
hardened by the dailiness of violence clouding the United States, yes, still, now. It is the 
belief in the strength of the delicate. It is a belief in the possibility embedded within the 
pliable. It is a refusal of fixity; for if nothing is fixed, then it can be changed; rocks 
softened, weight shifted. 
 This work is concerned with untangling the space between flatness and 
dimensionality. It claims multi-dimensionality. It encourages the viewer to encounter it 
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from multiple vantage points both physical and mental. It asks: what space can be opened 
when we shift the weight of routine? 
  Departing from Roland Barthes’s seminal essay The Grain of the Voice, and his 
conceptualization of the voice’s grain as a conveyor of information alongside verbal 
language, in this work I am pursuing the texture and depth of the grain as it manifests in 
the voice, in the image, and in sound. I am expanding on the essay’s discussion of the 
grain as “the materiality of the body speaking its mother tongue,” and on the way in 
which language can exist and perform beyond functionality (Barthes 182). In my work, 
language oscillates between legibility and illegibility.  
Here song, too, becomes a form of writing. In the physical experience of my 
thesis installation, the sound contours the space and takes on a form. If to perceive the 
grain of the voice in a piece compels the listener to reflect on its relationship with their 
own body in time and space, in the aural experience I am creating, the sound moves from 
being an external force to becoming internalized and felt.  
 I am using musicality and experimental vocalization to set the pacing and timing 
through which the video and audio work in the exhibition unfolds. I am engaging 
alternative conceptualizations of time through my use of devices such as the loop, the 
gap, the repeated fragment, and the break. These formal strategies are related to a 
conceptual strategy in which I am positing the state of being un-whole as a site of 
possibility rather than lack, and darkness as generative. I am requiring time investment 
from the viewer.  
 This body of work has been informed by Ntozake Shange’s critical novel 
Sassafrass, Cypress, and Indigo, a book that employs a variety of writing styles and 
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narrative perspectives. This novel privileges the Black female voice in world-making, 
and validates various forms of knowledge rooted in cultural tradition and lived 
experience. My work is similarly multi-vocal, and its pace of unfolding is deliberately 
“slow/like a river/gatherin/space” (Shange 90). Like the novel, its directionality is non-
linear. The title of the video, gatherin’ space, refers back to this excerpt. 
Beneath the text there is another text. Beneath the wordless chorus, the affective 
vibrations of the felt. A call to re-join the heart and mind. Here, in line with the approach 
of poet Nathaniel Mackey, “I tend to pursue resonance rather than resolution” (Mackey 
17). 
  Much of this is about suspension. Weight and weightlessness. Dislocation. The 
coordinates of the unknown. Floating. Articulation as buoy.  
In my installation also titled gatherin’ space, I have created a landscape out of 
rocks made of aluminum foil, which is poor wo/man’s silver, or poor wo/man’s bling. 
This is a material that is widely available and inexpensive. It is also a material that is 
associated with protection. It has a history of being used as a makeshift insulator and 
shield from things ranging from cold weather to surveillance technology. In my 
installation, it operates as a physical object, as a reflector, and as a shadowed silhouette.  
The video gatherin’ space is projected through these foil rocks, which creates a 
plane on which the image exists beyond a singular projection surface. Light from the 
projector takes on a painterly quality as it moves and flickers across the floor, foil, and 
wall. The wall doubles as a filmed presence within the video and as a site of projection in 
the installation itself.   
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In the video, there is an oscillation between expansion and containment; the body 
fills the frame, moves around it, curves in its corners. We see the sky, an allusion to 
expansion, though there are bits of dust and grease also visible in these moments, as it is 
filmed through a window. The frame shakes. The layers of remove are acknowledged.  
Throughout gatherin’ space, a variety of hand gestures create a vocabulary of 
movements that carry different registers; some mysterious, some graceful, some 
complete, some paused. This, too, is a form of writing in space. A wordless speaking. 
Many of the gestures unfold slowly. There is an ethereality to this bodily fragmentation. 
The whole is more than the sum of its parts.  
 In my thesis installation as well as in Once Upon A Time (Time), I am working 
with the language of hands. They are an extension of our bodies into space through which 
we shape, make, touch, feel, sense, probe, praise, and labor. I am working with the 
connotations of the reach as a gesture that can mean both to pull toward and to sway 
away from something. Hands extended, raised upwards. Hands, up. Hands, up. Don’t. 
Shoot.     
  Up: surrender. 
  Up: assertion. 
  The body bends, sinks into the surface, lifts out. Carves a corner in which to exist. 
Is pushed into a corner, claims it, makes a home out of language, a shelter, tent. 
Triangulates invisible roofing to keep the wind at bay. Extends beyond its prescribed 
demarcation, trails light to illuminate that which has been placed below. 
  In this work, the verb supplants the noun. 
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